A Comparative Analysis of Obama and Romney Facebook Timeline Photographs
If the 2008 Presidential election was historic, in part, because of "the unprecedented use of technology to reach and influence the population" (James, Khansa, Cook, and Liginlal, 2011, p. 20) , the 2012 election continued the history-making trend by deeply entrenching social media as an essential outlet in the campaign process. The day after the election, The Telegram reported that an image of Barack and Michelle Obama embracing and smiling after the victory became "the most 'liked' photo ever posted on Facebook." and shared over 350,000 times (Bryant, 2012) . Social media sites, such as Facebook, were once a way to connect to friends and families.
However, in recent years, these sites have become a place to discuss politics, endorse politicians and learn about candidate positions. In 2008, a PEW Internet Life Project study showed that 46% of Americans used the internet to talk and learn about the campaign (as cited in James, Khansa, Cook and Liginlal, 2011) . Given the popularity of social media sites in disseminating information about political campaigns, it is appropriate to turn additional scholarly attention to this medium.
While recent scholarship has begun to consider the verbal content of social media as sites of campaign information (see for example, Hendricks and Kaid, 2008; Johnson and Perlmutter, 2008) , little attention has been paid to the information presented in visual form, specifically campaign photographs. Print media and its use of photographs have received some attention.
For example, some scholars have considered whether there is visual bias in election coverage, with mixed results. While Waldman and Devitt (1998) found no visual bias in the 1996 election, Moriarity and Popovich (1991) did find more favorable visual coverage for George H.W. Bush than for Michael Dukakis in the same election. More recently, Goodnow (2010) 
found bias in
Time's photo essays on Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton with the outlet favoring Obama. Barrett and Barrington (2005) conducted an experiment that revealed that readers preferred candidates with a more favorable image (smiling) than an unfavorable image (looking annoyed) despite the same written article. Glassman and Kenney (1994) considered the myths that campaign photographs perpetuate.
More pertinent to this study, Verser and Wicks' (2006) conducted a statistical analysis of web photographs of Al Gore and George W. Bush found during the 2000 election. These authors analyzed the photographs using three general variables: "(a) visual imagery relating to human interaction, (b) visual imagery relating to photographic setting and appearance, and (c) visual imagery relating to photographic production values" (p. 186). Grabe and Bucy (2009) analyze the general content of images to create frames that news photographs project of the candidates.
The study by Grabe and Bucy goes further than the Verser and Wicks study in that the former breaks down the photographs for the general attitude the images produce. However, neither of these studies offers explanation as to why the content of the images could produce meanings for the audience.
Following on my earlier work (Goodnow, 2010) , my purpose here is to consider the meaning that the candidate images found on their Facebook Timelines during the 2012 general election may convey to potential viewers. This essay is a first step in coming to an understanding of how content and frame relate. To undertake this study, I will first explain my methodology and then examine the images via a social semiotic perspective. Finally, I will draw conclusions about the potential for social semiotic analysis for understanding why certain photographs create the political image campaigns desire and the potential for photo dissemination on social media sites as powerful campaign rhetoric.
Method
This study was conducted in two parts. First, the Barack Obama and Mitt Romney's Facebook Timeline images were collected. Timeline images were analyzed because Facebook's timeline allows a viewer to see what images were posted in what order during a specific period of time. While it is difficult to ascertain if any images were removed at any time, the images provide a good record and sampling of how each campaign crafted the image (both figurative and literal) image of their candidate. In each case, images posted between the end of their respective conventions (Romney images were collected from August 31, 2012; Obama images were collected from September 8, 2012) and Election Day November 6, 2012. The images were then sorted to eliminate non-photographic images (both sets of photos contained advertisements for campaign paraphernalia such as t-shirts or buttons, and plain text argument images such as those that compared policy plans of the candidates). Of the 126 Obama images 115 contained photographs. 306 images contained photographs of Romney's total of 360.
The political image a campaign projects, suggests Nimmo (1999) , can serve to reinforce, alter or revolutionize the public's preconceived notions of the candidate. Visual images are a way to codify that political image.
1 Grabe and Bucy (2009) explain why frames work as projected. Because the subjects of study were images posted by the campaigns themselves, I performed social semiotic analysis on frames from The Ideal Candidate and The Populist Campaigner frames. Images from The Sure Loser frame were not analyzed since the photographs examined came from the campaigns and were unlikely to post negative images of their candidates. Sample photos from the two main frames were chosen based on their potential for semiotic interpretation.
These photos were analyzed according to Kress and van Leeuwen's (2006) social semiotic theory. This theory has three metafunctions: the ideational, the interpersonal, and the textual. These three metafunctions operate to construct meaning in the world. For example, the interpersonal metafunction considers the relationships between actors in the image, between the image and producer, and the image and the audience. These relationships construct meaning for the participants.
Social semiotic analysis can help to reveal how images within Grabe and Bucy's (2009) schema work to create meanings associated with the frame.
The Ideal Candidate
Grabe and Bucy (2009) However, they attempt to do so using different strategies and categories as defined by Grabe and Bucy.
Barack Obama and The Statesman Frame
In the Statesman frame, Obama primarily uses the first strategy of appearing with elected officials and other influentials. Grabe and Bucy (2009) explain that in the elected officials and other influentials frame, the candidate appears with "elected officials or other influentualspeople with power, status, and money, whether on the national or local level…" (p. 289). There are photographs of Obama with Bill Clinton, Colin Powell, and members of his cabinet.
However, the authors fail to illuminate how these images reinforce the idea of statesmanship.
On November 1, 2012, the Obama campaign posted an image of the President, Vice- The background images are blurred but depict the busy happenings of the Oval Office.
The primary triangle illustrates that though Biden and Powell occupy status positions in United
States political culture, Obama is still at the center of power. That these other two power positions are secondary to Obama illustrates how Obama's statesmanship is highlighted.
Romney and The Statesman Frame
Romney's primary visual strategy in The Statesman Frame is through the use of patriotic symbols which Grabe and Bucy (2009) These interpretations are furthered by considering the salience of the image or the ability of the elements to grab the viewer's attention. This is done through an examination of the "weight" of the elements in an image, i.e. larger images weigh more than smaller images in that the larger image draws more attention. In the Romney photograph, the flag is the largest element in the entire image with Romney but a small figure in the background. However, the fact that Romney is in sharp focus while the flag is blurred also provides salience and balance in the image. From the salience perspective, a viewer could conclude that Romney's plans and policies are in balance with U.S. needs.
Given these potential interpretations, it is clear that Romney's use of the flag does, indeed, enhance his statesmanship appeal. Equally important to The Ideal Candidate frame, however, is the frame of compassion which Grabe and Bucy (2009) contend is a desirable quality in a candidate. Candidates must run as "warm and benevolent personalities who should be loved and adored by voters" (p. 104).
Comparing Obama and Romney Statesmanship Strategies
Compassion is most often illustrated through images of the candidate with children, either their own or their supporters'. This link to children "supports the mythology of family, a dominant value in American culture" (Grabe and Bucy, p. 104) . The analysis that follows illustrates how images of the candidates with children reinforces the idea of the candidate as compassionate.
Obama and Compassion
A photo published on Obama's Timeline on October 27, 2012
(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151233304196749&set=a.53081056748.66806.6 815841748&type=3&theater) shows Obama comfortably holding a small child in his right arm with his left hand providing support across the baby's front. The photo is shot from the side, slightly from behind. Consequently, the baby's back is to the camera and Obama is seen only in profile. Because of the indeterminate skin color of the baby, his/her race is unknown.
Additionally, it is difficult to determine the gender of the child. Obama is directing his attention fully on the baby with a smile on his face. The crowd in the background is smiling and seemingly cheering.
That this photo exhibits compassion is illustrated through semiotic analysis. The first notable element is the angle of the photograph. Because the image is from the side and slightly behind, the image stands as one that is not posed. As a result, Obama looks to genuinely be engaged with the child, uncaring about other things around them. In addition, by exposing his back to the camera, Obama is vulnerable, much like the child.
The second elements that provides status to the candidate as The Ideal Candidate are the race and gender of the baby. Because the baby's face is unseen, and his skin color is lighter than Obama's it is impossible to determine definitely the ethnicity of the child. Further, the gender is also indeterminate. This allows the child to stand in for any child. Hence, Obama can be seeing as caring universally about America's children, regardless of race, or other affiliated group identification.
The non-posed photo and ambiguous elements reinforce the Obama campaign's depiction of him as a compassionate candidate, thus, reinforcing other frames from The Ideal Candidate. Also important to note is the dress the child is wearing: dark blue with white polka dots and larger white stare with and red and white striped trim and red bow. The obvious reference to the American flag reinforces the patriotic candidacy.
Romney and Compassion
This image is also the only image examined with words imposed on the photograph. The words "Thank you" are superimposed over the image. Surprisingly, this is the only photograph in the sample of Romney holding a child. The sentiment of the words implies that Romney is thanking voters on behalf of the child.
Comparing Obama and Romney Compassion Photographs
Both Obama and Romney photographs allow the candidate to be seen as warm and likeable. However, the tactics they use are different. Obama's photograph hints at his warmth because the viewer is a fly on the wall, looking in on a compassionate scene, while Romney's photograph confronts the viewer directly in an honest plea to participate in Romney's likeability.
Interestingly, the chosen photographs depict children who can also be interpreted differently.
Because the child in the Obama photograph is not clearly identified, the child can more easily stand in for any child. The child in Romney's photograph is Caucasian with blonde curly hair, perhaps more easily seen as representing mainstream America, certainly Republicans. Taken together, it is easy to see how campaign images can depict a compassionate candidate to the electorate.
The Populist Campaigner
The idea of populism is based on the notion that average people can stand up against the elite in society. Jimmy Carter was the prototypical populist campaigner, often pictured in overalls on his farm and speaking in simple sentences to his constituents. There are two subcategories in The Populist Campaigner frame, Mass Appeal and Ordinariness.
Obama and Romney Mass Appeal
Images that indicate the mass appeal of a candidate are framed in a variety of ways.
However, two of these methods can be combined in the same image: large audiences and approving audiences. It is not uncommon to see a campaign display images of large cheering crowds. In fact, considering the large number of crowd shots on both Obama and Romney's Timeline albums, it is sometime difficult to discern which image belongs to which candidate.
Consequently, in this frame, I consider Obama and Romney images together because of the general strategy used. In other frames, differing strategies were readily apparent, not so with the mass appeal frame.
In both images the candidate is difficult to see because they are not the center of the frame nor the main focus. In fact, in both of the selected images what immediately draws the eye is the large American flag in the background. In the Obama image (https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151228719566749&set=a.53081056748.66806.6 815841748&type=3&theater) the flag sits on the center line of the image with black framing it.
In the Romney photograph (https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151147995141121&set=a.161403756120.123284
.21392801120&type=3&theater), the flag is centered on a white background and takes up nearly a quarter of the image in the upper left hand. In both images, the flag dwarfs the cheering crowds. While in the Obama picture, the crowds can be seen clapping or waving as Obama speaks, in the Romney image the crowds cheer while what is presumed to be the person of Romney speaks. The crowd cheers and holds Romney/Ryan placards. Though, the Obama crowd gathers outside and the Romney crowd inside, the layout of the photos is almost identical.
Both speak slightly below the centerline to the left (Obama is larger than Romney). The bulk of both images is of cheering crowds on the lower half of the image. As has been discussed the lower half of the image is considered the real while the upper half is the ideal. In this case, the real is the cheering crowd while the ideal is the promise of America as represented by the American flag. Using this strategy, the known (being on the left side) candidate connects the cheering crowd with the ideal of America. Thus, the candidate is what will bring the American ideal to the crowd.
It is interesting to note that both campaigns use an almost identical visual strategy to make the connection argument to viewers. Given that both campaigns have a large number of crowd shots in their portfolios, it is difficult to discern a different method of conveying mass appeal using large crowds. As a result, it may be concluded that rather than imparting particular meaning, the mass appeal frame merely reinforces meanings established with other methods (i.e.
polls, testimonials, etc.).
Obama and Ordinary People
In this frame, the candidate's image is linked to common people. In the chosen Obama photograph (https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151188220766749&set=a.53081056748.66806.6 815841748&type=3&theater), Obama is seen in a hallway in the White House "fist bumping"
one of the building janitors. Obama is in the center with the man, dressed in overalls and a baseball cap, wearing disposable gloves, hidden slightly behind a pillar, on the right. Out of focus in the background an aide, wearing a suit and tie, is seen walking down the hall, reading papers. As in the statesman frame, Obama is at the center of a triangle, though the person in the background does not look at Obama. Obama is physically connected to the common person physically as their fists touch and they both look at the connection. Though Obama is dressed more like the aide walking down the hall, he clearly has more connection with the janitor.
Consequently, this image illustrates that Obama is more connected to the common person than to those in the Washington inner circle.
Romney and Ordinary People
Romney photos are replete with images of heroes -war heroes, firefighters, police
personnel. The chosen image shows Romney in a dress shirt without a jacket, shaking hands with an older veteran, wearing a suit and tie with a garrison cap with medals and pins. Romney is on the right and the veteran is on the left. The veteran, the known, appears on the left while Romney, the unknown, is on the right. In this case, Romney hopes to capitalize on the known qualities of the veteran by associating those qualities with himself.
Romney is taller but they are looking directly at each other. 
Discussion
One of the purposes of this paper was a preliminary study to see if applying social semiotic theory to Obama and Romney campaign photographs would help explain why Grabe and Bucy (2009) found the patterns that they did in previous elections. As in any quantitative study, understanding why the patterns exist is almost as important as the recognition that the patterns do exist. This brief study is a first step in illustrating that by looking more closely into potential meanings of photographs can show that the images campaigns use may have more meaning than just a simple snapshot posted to Facebook.
Romney's campaign posted over 300 images to the Timeline album on his Facebook page. Obama's campaign posted less than half of that. The public clearly has a better picture of who Obama is as they have had four years to get to know him. Romney, on the other hand, had more detail to fill in in the picture of him. Hence, posting more images allowed Romney to present a variety of facets to Romney the candidate. Certainly, examining the statistical trends in the images reveals a great deal about how Romney wished to be viewed. However, closer examination of certain images also reveals a different understanding of Romney the campaigner.
Because Romney had to establish credibility, as opposed to Obama's assumed credibility as president, semiotic analysis reveals that Romney often borrowed credibility in the images by associating himself with patriotic images or revered veterans whose credibility was established previously. In addition, Romney directly seeks support from the viewer by making eye contact with the camera. Obama, on the other hand, used symbols of his credibility (Oval Office, White
House hall) which were given by election and authority as given by other noted political figures (Powell and Biden). Hence, from a semiotic standpoint and from a voter perspective possessing is stronger than borrowing. While Grabe and Bucy (2009) have identified the frames, semiotic analysis may reveal how images can produce stronger identification within those frames.
While the intent of this study was not to make an argument about the effectiveness of social media political campaign images, conclusions about such can be made. It is likely that the majority of people who view the Facebook Timeline photographs of candidates are already supporters. For those people who are undecided, the meanings of the images could potentially reveal more than the candidate intended. For example, in the Romney/veteran photograph, Romney cedes power and credibility to the veteran. Instead of being the helper of the veteran from a position of power, Romney uses the veteran for his own credibility. Images such as the one examined may intend one thing but be interpreted as another.
Conclusion
This study was a preliminary study to understand how certain images may fulfill certain functions for political campaigns. As this analysis reveals, photographs have the potential to convey meanings about the candidate and what they hope to bring to American politics. Social media has the ability to produce without expense an image of a candidate. However, this study reveals that those images that are posted to social media sites may reveal more than the candidate intended. Further study would do well to determine if viewers actually receive these potential messages. For now, understanding how images potentially convey frames may be enough.
